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Abstract

Background and Objectives
Body mass index (BMI) and height are important indices of health. We tested the association between these outcomes and clinical characteristics in Friedreich ataxia (FRDA), a progressive neuromuscular disorder.

Methods
Participants (N = 961) were enrolled in a prospective natural history study (Friedreich Ataxia Clinical Outcome Measure Study). Age- and sex-specific BMI and height Z-scores were calculated using CDC 2000 references for participants younger than 18 years. For adults aged 18 years or older, height Z-scores were also calculated, and absolute BMI was reported. Univariate and multivariate linear regression analyses tested the associations between exposures, covariates, and BMI or height measured at the baseline visit. In children, the superimposition by translation and rotation analysis method was used to compare linear growth trajectories between FRDA and a healthy reference cohort, the Bone Mineral Density in Childhood Study (n = 1,535 used for analysis).

Results
Median age at the baseline was 20 years (IQR, 13–33 years); 49% (n = 475) were women. A substantial proportion of children (17%) were underweight (BMI-Z < fifth percentile), and female sex was associated with lower BMI-Z (β = −0.34, p < 0.05). In adults, older age was associated with higher BMI (β = 0.09, p < 0.05). Regarding height, in children, older age (β = −0.06, p < 0.05) and worse modified Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (mFARS) scores (β = −1.05 for fourth quartile vs first quartile, p < 0.01) were associated with shorter stature. In girls, the magnitude of the pubertal growth spurt was less, and in boys, the pubertal growth spurt occurred later (p < 0.001 for both) than in a healthy reference cohort. In adults, in unadjusted analyses, both earlier age of FRDA symptom onset (=0.09, p < 0.05) and longer guanine-adenine-adenine repeat length (shorter of the 2 GAA repeats, β = −0.12, p < 0.01) were associated with shorter stature. Both adults and children with higher mFARS scores and/or who were nonambulatory were less likely to have height and weight measurements recorded at clinical visits.
Glossary

BMDCS = Bone Mineral Density in Childhood Study; BMI = body mass index; DM = diabetes mellitus; FACOMS = Friedreich Ataxia Clinical Outcome Measure Study; FRDA = Friedreich ataxia; FXN = frataxin protein; GAA = guanine-adenine-adenine; mFARS = modified Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale; SITAR = superimposition by translation and rotation.

Discussion
FRDA affects both weight gain and linear growth. These insights will inform assessments of affected individuals in both research and clinical settings.

Friedreich ataxia (FRDA) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder affecting both children and adults. Neurologic deficits include ataxia, dysarthria, areflexia, sensory loss, and weakness.1 FRDA is also a multisystem disease. Common comorbidities include cardiomyopathy, scoliosis, and diabetes mellitus (DM).2 The mean age of symptom onset is between 10 and 15 years, although it can vary widely. For approximately 96% of affected individuals, FRDA is caused by homozygous expanded guanine-adenine-adenine (GAA) repeats in intron 1 of the frataxin protein (FXN) gene. The number of triplet repeats on the shorter allele (GAA1) best predicts the genetic severity of disease, with more repeats associated with greater severity. Expanded alleles decrease FXN expression and reduce levels of FXN. FXN is involved in iron-sulfur cluster formation. As a result, FXN deficiency affects the function of iron-sulfur cluster containing enzymes, including mitochondrial respiratory chain complexes, tricarboxylic acid cycle enzymes, and many others. Decreased FXN thus decreases the cell’s ability to produce ATP.3-5

Metabolic stress in children with FRDA increases the risk for impaired weight gain and growth. In other mitochondrial disorders, failure to thrive is prevalent, especially in children.6 At the same time, mitochondrial disorders cause exercise intolerance7 and excess fatigue,8 leading to inactivity that increases the risk for weight gain and obesity, especially in affected adults. Understanding the relationship between weight gain, growth, and clinical characteristics of FRDA can inform both clinical care and research investigations. The objective of this study was therefore to test the cross-sectional and longitudinal associations between demographic, genetic, and clinical factors and anthropometric outcomes (height and body mass index [BMI]) in FRDA.

Methods
Participants were 961 individuals from 12 international sites enrolled in a prospective natural history study (Friedreich Ataxia Clinical Outcome Measure Study [FACOMS]). Institutional Review Board approval was obtained, and written consent/assent was obtained from all participants. Annual visits include clinical assessment for the presence or absence of comorbidities (DM, scoliosis, and cardiomyopathy) and neurologic measures including modified Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale (mFARS) score and ataxia stage.9 Ataxia stage is a general disability scale ranging from 0 to 6 in 0.5 unit increments, with higher scores reflecting diminishing function. An ataxia stage of 5 or greater indicates that individuals are mainly nonambulatory, whereas an ataxia stage of 0 indicates no impairment. All FARS and ataxia staging measurements were made by a certified neurologist. In individuals who are homozygous for expanded GAA repeats in the FXN gene, which is the substantial majority of all individuals with FRDA, the length of the GAA repeat expansion in the least affected allele (GAA1) is an index of genetic disease severity that is associated with clinical features of disease, including the age of FRDA symptom onset and burden of comorbidities.10 Age of FRDA symptom onset is itself a commonly reported predictor of disease course.9

Anthropometrics
Anthropometric measures (height and weight) were obtained at annual visits in a subset of participants. Age- and sex-specific BMI, height, and weight Z-scores were calculated using CDC 2000 growth references for participants younger than 18 years.11 For adults aged 18 years or older, the reference range for 20 years was used to calculate height Z-scores to permit comparisons across the lifespan because overall height does not change substantially after skeletal maturation, except some loss later in life. For adults aged 18 years or older, absolute values of BMI are reported. Although BMI does vary during adulthood,12 age-specific Z-scores are not available.

Univariate and Multivariate Linear Regression Analyses (Baseline Visit)
We first performed a cross-sectional analysis of baseline anthropometric outcomes (BMI and height) in individuals with available measurements. Univariate analyses were used to investigate the associations between clinical factors, including sex, age at assessment, age at FRDA symptom onset, genetic characteristics (GAA1, GAA repeat length on the least affected allele), comorbidities (DM, scoliosis, and cardiomyopathy), disease severity (mFARS score), and outcomes of interest (BMI and height). For these analyses, participants’ mFARS scores (nonlinear) were divided into quartiles for the overall cohort (first quartile: 4 ≤ mFARS < 34, second quartile: 34 ≤ mFARS < 46, third quartile: 46 ≤ mFARS < 61, and fourth quartile: 61 ≤ mFARS < 91). We next performed multivariate analyses to test for the independence of effects.
### Table 1 Characteristics of Study Participants at Baseline Visit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort (n)</th>
<th>Female, % (n)</th>
<th>Age at baseline visit, in years, median (IQI)</th>
<th>Age of symptom onset, in years, median (IQI, n)</th>
<th>GAA short allele length, in base pairs, median (IQI, n)</th>
<th>PM, % (n)</th>
<th>DM, % (n)</th>
<th>Cardiomyopathy, % (n)</th>
<th>Scoliosis, % (n)</th>
<th>mFARS score, median (IQI, n)</th>
<th>Nutritional status, % (n) by BMI</th>
<th>Height Z-score, mean ± SD (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric age &lt; 18 years (n = 402)</td>
<td>47 (1.87)</td>
<td>12 (10–15)</td>
<td>7 (5–10, 395)</td>
<td>750 (650–850, 386)</td>
<td>4.0 (16)</td>
<td>1.5 (6/395)</td>
<td>64 (253/394)</td>
<td>83 (326/395)</td>
<td>40 (31–49, 381)</td>
<td>Underweight: 1.7 (42/253) Normal weight: 75 (191/253)</td>
<td>0.03 ± 1.06 (280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult age ≥ 18 years (n = 559)</td>
<td>52 (2.88)</td>
<td>30 (23–42)</td>
<td>15 (10–20, 549)</td>
<td>600 (380–750, 545)</td>
<td>2.5 (14)</td>
<td>7.0 (37/539)</td>
<td>41 (219/535)</td>
<td>71 (381/538)</td>
<td>54 (38–70, 530)</td>
<td>Underweight: 7 (22/317) Normal weight: 60 (190/317)</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.94 (446)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p Value (difference between pediatric and adult)**: NS <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 NS <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 NS

Abbreviations: BMI = body mass index; DM = diabetes mellitus; GAA = guanine-adenine-adenine; IQI = interquartile interval; mFARS = modified Friedreich Ataxia Rating Scale; NS = not significant; PM = point mutation.

Values from participant baseline visits are summarized. The overall cohort was stratified by age, and all descriptive statistics are reported for pediatric (age <18 years) and adult (age ≥ 18 years) cohorts. For nutritional status, BMI percentile for age and sex was used to define nutritional status in children (BMI < fifth percentile underweight, BMI 5–< 85th percentile normal weight, BMI ≥ 85th percentile overweight/obese), and BMI (kg/m²) was used to define nutritional status in adults (BMI <1.85 kg/m² underweight in adults, BMI 1.85–<25 kg/m² normal weight, and BMI ≥25 kg/m² overweight/obese). "N" values indicate the number of available individuals with data. We tested for differences between pediatric and adult cohorts using Wilcoxon rank sum test, 2 sample t test, or χ² test, as appropriate, given variable types and distributions.
Enrolled individuals were FACOMS participants homozygous for expanded GAA repeats in the FXN gene, which is the substantial majority of all individuals with FRDA. Heterozygous individuals, such as those with a point mutation and expanded GAA repeats, were excluded from the analyses. As expected, median GAA1 repeat length was longer in pediatric than adult participants (Table 1). Children had a higher burden of both cardiomyopathy (64% vs 41%, \( p < 0.001 \)) and scoliosis (83% vs 71%, \( p < 0.001 \)) but were less likely to have diabetes (1.5% vs 7.0%, \( p < 0.001 \)). Seventeen percent of the children were underweight (BMI < fifth percentile for age and sex), and 8% were overweight or obese (BMI ≥ 85th percentile). In contrast, in adults, 7% and 33% of adult participants were underweight (BMI < 18.5 kg/m²) and overweight or obese (BMI ≥ 25 kg/m²), respectively; differences in proportions between children and adults were statistically significant, \( p < 0.001 \), by \( \chi^2 \) test. In contrast to the differences in BMI status across age groups, we did not detect a difference in height Z-scores between children and adults.

### Availability of Measurements, Sensitivity Analysis (Baseline Visit)

Recorded height and/or weight were absent in approximately a quarter of participants (eTable 1, links.lww.com/NXG/A494). In both children and adults, individuals who had higher mFARS scores (more clinically severe disease) and/or were non-ambulatory were less likely to have measurements taken.

### BMI at Baseline (Cross-sectional Analysis)

In multivariate linear regression analyses (Table 2), in children, we found that girls had a lower BMI Z-score as compared to boys. In adults, in both univariate and multivariate analyses, BMI was higher in older participants, and we did not detect sex differences. Also in adults (eTable 1, links.lww.com/NXG/A494), in univariate analyses, we found that BMI was higher in individuals with later age of FRDA symptom onset and in those with shorter GAA repeat lengths, as well as those without scoliosis. The associations between BMI and age of symptom onset, shorter GAA repeat lengths, and scoliosis status were attenuated in multivariate models (Table 2).

### Height at Baseline (Cross-sectional Analysis)

Regarding height, in both univariate and multivariate models (eTable 1, links.lww.com/NXG/A494, Table 3), older children were shorter relative to population reference values than younger children. In addition, children with mFARS scores in the highest quartile, indicative of the most clinically severe disease, were substantially shorter than children with mFARS scores in the lowest quartile, in both univariate and multivariate models. In adults, in univariate analyses (eTable 1, links.lww.com/NXG/A494), earlier age of FRDA symptom onset and longer GAA repeat length, both of which are predictors of morbidity,\(^{10} \) were associated with shorter stature; however, these results were attenuated in multivariate analyses (Table 3). In addition, slightly shorter stature was detected in children as compared to adults (eTable 1, links.lww.com/NXG/A494, Table 3).
children with higher BMI Z-scores were taller, whereas adults with higher BMI were shorter (Table 3).

**Longitudinal Growth Trajectories**

Using SITAR modeling (eTable 2, Figures 1 and 2), we found that ultimately, after puberty, on average, girls were slightly shorter and boys were slightly taller than a healthy reference cohort of similar population ancestry ($p < 0.001$ for comparisons in both sexes between FRDA and the healthy reference cohort). In addition, for boys with FRDA, the pubertal growth spurt occurred somewhat later (by just more than 1 year, by $p < 0.001$) than in the healthy reference cohort. For girls with FRDA, peak height velocity was slower (by 0.2 cm/y, $p < 0.001$) than in the control reference group.

**Discussion**

The main objective of this study was to gain insights about FRDA by measuring weight and height in children and adults with FRDA using an observational, longitudinal, natural history cohort. Regarding weight status, recapitulating findings in smaller cohort studies, we found that children with FRDA were more likely to be underweight (17%) than adults with FRDA (7%). One possible explanation is that individuals with younger age of disease onset also tend have longer GAA1 repeat length and more rapid disease progression. Indeed, as expected, children had both longer GAA1 repeat length and more rapid disease progression ($p < 0.05$), even accounting for other clinical factors. Although sex differences are not consistently reported in FRDA, at least 1 previous study reported that women with FRDA using an observational, longitudinal, natural history cohort. Regarding weight status, recapitulating findings in smaller cohort studies, we found that children with FRDA were more likely to be underweight (17%) than adults with FRDA (7%). One possible explanation is that individuals with younger age of disease onset also tend have longer GAA1 repeat length and more rapid disease progression. Indeed, as expected, children had both longer GAA1 repeat length and earlier age of symptom onset as compared to adults in this study. In analyses restricted to children, we did not detect an association between GAA1 repeat length, age of symptom onset, or mFARS and BMI. We speculate that there is less meaningful variance in these parameters with FRDA that could lead to more variation in BMI. Essentially, all children have GAA1 lengths greater than 500 repeats, the threshold at which additional increases in GAA1 length do not substantially decrease the level FXN silencing.

We also found that girls had a lower BMI Z-score than boys by $\sim 0.4$ SDs ($p < 0.05$), even accounting for other clinical factors. Although sex differences are not consistently reported in FRDA, at least 1 previous study reported that women with FRDA progress to using mobility aids more quickly than men. If lower BMI Z-score is related to lower relative amounts of lean muscle mass in women, this could explain a more rapid functional decline. Lower BMI may also be related to smaller cardiac size in girls. Extremely low BMI has also been associated with cardiovascular disease in individuals...
without FRDA, possibly related to shared pathogenic factors such as sarcopenia, vitamin/mineral deficiencies, and/or malnutrition, and/or low BMI may be an effect of cardiac disease. In children with FRDA who had a normal left ventricular ejection fraction, several parameters, including septal wall thickness, left ventricular mass, and left ventricular end-diastolic length, were larger in boys than girls even after accounting for age and body surface area, a different index of size. Recent studies in FRDA-related cardiac outcomes have emphasized the need to account for age, sex, and size when evaluating left ventricular parameters, and future studies will continue to examine potential effects of sex in more detail.

Very low BMI in children may also capture dimensions of FRDA disease severity that are not reflected by traditional metrics. In other chronic childhood conditions, such as cystic fibrosis, extremely low BMI not only reflects disease status but may also contribute to worse clinical outcomes. In adults with FRDA, we found that older age was associated with higher BMI. One possible cause for excess weight gain with advancing age is that as individuals lose mobility over time, physical activity decreases, leading to excess weight gain. Moreover, excess weight can make physical activity even more challenging, leading to yet more inactivity. Supporting this potential explanation, in adults with other disorders affecting mitochondria, physical activity is inversely associated with BMI.

In children with FRDA, the potential protective benefits of avoiding undernutrition also need to be balanced against the potential risks of excess weight gain in later life. Efforts to avoid the adverse effects of underweight in childhood could have the undesired effect of contributing to excess weight gain and its adverse effects in adulthood. In adults with FRDA, we found that older age was associated with higher BMI. One possible cause for excess weight gain with advancing age is that as individuals lose mobility over time, physical activity decreases, leading to excess weight gain. Moreover, excess weight can make physical activity even more challenging, leading to yet more inactivity. Supporting this potential explanation, in adults with other disorders affecting mitochondria, physical activity is inversely associated with BMI.

Fatigue is also commonly reported in individuals with diverse causes other than FRDA, nutritional status, as reflected by BMI, has been associated with survival outcomes. In some children with chronic disease, the adverse effects of very low BMI can be mitigated with nutritional interventions. Although it is plausible that extremely low BMI could lead to worse disease outcomes in children with FRDA, in this observational study with incomplete longitudinal measurements, we were not able to test this.
FRDA\textsuperscript{29,30} and could exacerbate inactivity and the associated increase in BMI over time. In addition, in individuals without FRDA, BMI tends to increase from young adulthood (age 20–39 years) to middle adulthood (ages 40–59 years).\textsuperscript{12} Therefore, the increase in BMI with advancing age in adults with FRDA may also reflect the natural history of BMI during this time of life. Unlike in children, we did not find a significant association between sex and BMI in adults with FRDA. Rising BMI with age in FRDA also has clinical implications. Notably, high visceral adiposity (approximated but incompletely reflected by BMI) has been associated with insulin resistance in adults with FRDA.\textsuperscript{31} Although BMI is associated with DM in individuals without FRDA, previous studies have not demonstrated this association, perhaps related to missing measurements and the limitations of BMI as a reflection of adiposity.\textsuperscript{32} We also did not detect an association between BMI and disease severity in the highest quartile of disease severity in adults. For adults with very severe disease, illness and stress may lead to weight loss and lower BMI, as has been observed in other conditions.\textsuperscript{33} In addition, BMI is only an approximation of body composition\textsuperscript{34} and likely performs less well in very ill populations who may have, for example, significant deficits in lean muscle mass.\textsuperscript{35} In future, more detailed tools to examine body composition in FRDA will help clarify our understanding. For example, waist circumference and/or triceps skinfold measurements are practical assessments that could supplement BMI and give additional information about body composition.\textsuperscript{37}

Similar to BMI, height is affected in FRDA in ways that differ between children and adults. In children, we found that height was related to a combination of factors, including age (older children had relatively shorter stature) and clinical disease severity (higher mFARS score was associated with shorter stature). Several possible explanations exist for these observations. First, decreased nutrition, as reflected by low BMI Z-score, can adversely affect linear growth in the setting of chronic illness, as can the stress of the illness itself. Girls, who had lower BMI Z-scores than boys in this cohort, also had overall shorter stature than the healthy reference cohort. In addition, shorter height Z-scores with older age could reflect pubertal differences, and we found decreased pubertal growth in girls and delayed pubertal growth spurt in boys as compared to a healthy reference cohort. Overall shorter stature and decreased pubertal growth in girls may be related to lower BMI, although confirmatory studies would be required to test this possibility. Delays in growth and maturation have been described in other genetic conditions affecting mitochondria.\textsuperscript{38,39} Information regarding pubertal timing (i.e., Tanner staging) is not available in FACOMS but could be obtained in future studies to confirm our observations around puberty. Given previous studies demonstrating that scoliosis leads to a loss of standing height,\textsuperscript{40} we expected that the presence of scoliosis would affect height measurements in both children and adults with FRDA; however, we did not detect an association between scoliosis and height, perhaps because scoliosis is so prevalent in the cohort, and additional clinical details (e.g., the degree of scoliosis and timing of any operative repair relative to the pubertal growth spurt) might be required to discern an effect.

In adults, but not in children, genetic severity of disease (GAA1 repeat length) was associated with shorter stature, analogous to a different study in adults with other genetic mitochondrial disorders that showed height was a biomarker of disease burden.\textsuperscript{41} The authors posited that primary mitochondrial disorders had subtle effects on growth even before clinical diagnosis. Similarly, the bioenergetic changes related to FRDA may antedate more overt symptoms; therefore, even individuals with adult-onset FRDA may have experienced subclinical effects on growth earlier in life. For example, growth plate chondrocytes depend on ATP for hypertrophy and proliferation, and decreased ATP related to impaired mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation capacity may diminish growth plate expansion.\textsuperscript{42} In addition, there may be peripheral inflammation in FRDA\textsuperscript{43} that could contribute to suboptimal growth, as has been observed in other conditions.\textsuperscript{44} Finally, we found a negative association between BMI and height in adults, as compared to a positive association between BMI and height in children, recapitulating large, population level epidemiologic patterns that have been observed in individuals without FRDA\textsuperscript{45,46} that may reflect true physiologic associations and/or may be technical artifacts of how BMI normalizes weight for size. Of note, although we detect an effect of sex on height in children, we did not detect this effect in adults.

Missing measurements were a limitation of this study. Measurements were also more likely to be missing in individuals with more clinically severe disease. In addition, there were fewer adults with longer GAA1 repeat lengths, limiting our ability to discern the full impact of the range of disease severity on weight gain and growth throughout the course of the disease. Thus, it will be important to confirm whether this is the case in future studies that include prospective collection of anthropometric measurements across the spectrum of disease severity and across the lifespan. Absence of data in individuals with greater disease severity may be due to inability to complete measurements, which would be important to elucidate to determine alternative measurements to track growth and weight gain in these individuals. Increased attention to collection of anthropometric data and/or utilization of alternative techniques (e.g., recumbent, forearm, or tibial length) in clinical settings could also provide valuable information. In addition, future studies focused specifically on the unique considerations of pediatric participants (e.g., pubertal stage and degree of scoliosis) and adult participants (e.g., loss of height with aging) will help supplemental this study’s initial findings.

In summary, we found that growth and weight gain are important indices of health in individuals with FRDA. In children with FRDA, the prevalence of underweight was more...
than 5 times higher and overweight/obesity approximately 2.5 times lower than a similarly aged pediatric U.S. reference cohort.46 Over time, individuals with FRDA tended to gain weight, such that by adulthood, the distribution of BMI more closely resembled the general population. Excess weight gain in the general population is associated with an increased risk of cardiometabolic disease,28 an insight that has particular relevance for this cohort with increased risk of DM and other complications of weight gain and inactivity. In addition, linear growth, including pubertal timing and velocity, is affected in FRDA. In adults with FRDA, as in adults with other genetic mitochondrial disorders, height was associated with genetic severity of disease, perhaps related to the cumulative effects of the condition.

Taken together, our findings indicate that careful measurements of weight and height in both clinical and research settings have the potential to yield additional relevant insights for health in individuals with FRDA. In particular, studies focused on adolescents could collect pubertal stage in addition to detailed measurements of height and weight to further evaluate pubertal growth patterns. Given that measurements of height and weight were often reported as missing, we propose that alternative measures, such as ulnar length, might be clinically more feasible and still provide valuable insight to an individual’s growth and health status. Current preventative guidelines for all individuals recommend making height and weight measurements at health maintenance visits, and this line of investigation will inform the interpretation of these assessments in individuals with FRDA.
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